A colorimetric modeling technique is proposed to give a computational model associated with colorimetry so that the representation of color acquired from camera imaging is accurate and meaningful. First of all, the camera spectral responses are estimated and the colorimetric quality is evaluated to reveal the feasibility of this work. In the modeling process, we present a spectral matching method and an approach of determining a reference-white luminance. As a result, the acquired color and the true (or measured) color can be well coordinated, with the strength of a global illumination or display white, in a perceptually uniform color space, e.g., in CIE 1976 L*a*b* space (abbreviated as CIELAB). Then, lower-degree polynomial regression is employed to eliminate color errors due to the mismatch between spectral response functions. Experimental results indicate that the root-mean-square ⌬E ab * value (i.e., color error) from the degree-3 polynomial regression is less than a just-noticeable difference (about 2.3) in CIELAB. It appears that the proposed technique can establish an accurate colorimetric model for vision systems.
Introduction
For many years, it has been broadly recognized that the use of color becomes increasingly significant in a variety of fields, such as visualization and image rendering, machine vision, pattern recognition, and so on. Specifically, a realistic image is a projection from a scene onto a plane with sensor array͑s͒, where it is digitized into discrete pixel positions and intensities through separating color signals. As a result, many imaging or vision systems are purposely designed to be capable of using color as a feature for object recognition, or of rendering ͑or synthesizing͒ scene images with computer generated imagery to meet commercial or specific needs. Evidently, it is extremely desirable to enable these systems to have the ability of color perception analogous to that of human beings.
For objectively describing color sensations, colorimetry has played a prominent role in characterizing incident light spectrum with the help of a set of numbers named tristimulus values. Unfortunately, in practice, the color accuracy of vision systems are highly restricted, even though several international standards have been established, e.g., International Commission on Illumination ͑CIE͒ recommendations in colorimetry, National Television System Committee ͑NTSC͒ color standards, and so on. 1 There are several important factors resulting in color distortions, such as spectral imperfection of optical components, camera noise, and limitations in fabrication of color filters. For instance, chromatic aberration in a camera's lens geometrically projects the color channels ͓e.g., red-green-blue ͑RGB͒ channels͔ differently and as a consequence, misregistration between these channels brings about image color discrepancy. 2 Usually, the appearance of color from an imaging process is somewhat device-dependent or noncolorimetric. Therefore, the realization of device-independent color is still an essential issue, and we commonly call the color acquired from a vision system, device color.
Many researchers have devoted themselves to developing techniques for color characterization of imaging or vision devices, such as scanners and cameras. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Given the spectral reflectances, Vrhel and Trussell 3 proposed a method to correct device colors based on principlecomponent analysis. Jackowski et al. 2 presented an idea of lookup table mapping to reduce color errors. They determined three transformation functions using a number of image colors whose true ͑or colorimetric͒ values were measured. These functions were then used to estimate the measured value of each color in an image. Herzog et al. 7 used higher-degree polynomial regression method for color characterization. In this approach, since polynomials are global functions, these functions diminish local color errors over a specified color space. However, the color errors evaluated in this method should be minimized with a perceptual color difference measure, e.g., ⌬E ab * in CIELAB space. Chang and Reid 12 introduced a color calibration method for eliminating the variations in RGB values caused by vision systems. In their approach, they suppose that color errors arise from gray-level shift, a variation in amplification and quantization in camera electronics or frame grabber, and so on. Usually, the severity of this problem is device dependent. In general, if the operation of a vision system can be accurately represented by a parametric color model, the characterization is readily done by determining the model parameters from a few measurements. As no analytic model is available, a pure empirical approach using a great amount of color samples is necessary, in which the characterization function is directly measured over a grid of specified data; otherwise, color discrepancies will mislead the vision system. Therefore, it is very crucial to give a color imaging model for vision systems.
In this article, a colorimetric modeling technique is proposed not only to characterize device colors but also to develop a computational model, so that they are related to true ͑or measured͒ values. Specifically, this technique is to give better estimates of colorimetric values ͑e.g., CIE L*a*b* values͒ from electronic cameras. For this, we first estimate the camera spectral responses, from the principle of color image formation ͑i.e., spectral integration͒, under reasonable assumptions. The determination of spectral responsivities is essential since these responses reflect variations in the imaging parameters, such as aperture stop size and white balance setting, which considerably influence the performance of color imaging. Then, we assess the colorimetric quality for the camera imaging system to examine the feasibility of colorimetric modeling. Specifically, the measure of colorimetric quality introduced by Neugebauer, 17 called q factor, can be computed from the spectral characteristics, and it theoretically reveals the degree of the correlation between device colors and CIE tristimulus values for human vision. This factor also indicates the potential capability of an imaging device to give meaningful color representations, to some extent, in connection with colorimetry.
In our approach, the colorimetric modeling process involves three major steps in the following. First, we introduce a spectral matching method for computing device colors with a set of synthesized spectral responsivities, which are optimally matched to standardized spectral response functions, e.g., NTSC-RGB standard, 18 in the least-squares sense, from the camera's spectral features. Second, we present an approach to determining a reference-white luminance so that the device colors and true ͑or measured͒ colors can be well coordinated, with regard to the strength of a global illumination or display white, in a perceptually uniform color space, e.g., CIE 1976 L*a*b* space 19 ͑CIELAB͒. Third, the polynomial regression technique is employed to eliminate color errors due to the mismatch between spectral response functions. These three methods are formulated by individually specified functions. Then, these functions are incorporated with the spectral integration form for camera imaging, and consequently the colorimetric model for vision systems is established.
In our experiments, a color testing and measurement scheme based on the CIE 0/45 configuration 19 is developed. By using multiple polynomial regression for color correction, it is found that as the degree of polynomial increases from 1 to 2, the root-mean-square ͑rms͒ ⌬E ab * value dramatically decreases. This implies that the methods of spectral matching and evaluating reference-white luminance are essential and effective. That is, only lower-degree polynomial regression is needed to eliminate residual color errors. Experimental results indicate that the rms ⌬E ab * values from the degree-3 polynomial regression are sufficiently small in CIELAB, since they are less than a just-noticeable difference 1 ͑about 2.3 ⌬E ab * unit͒.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical model of color imaging. Section 3 presents the colorimetric quality evaluation. The colorimetric modeling technique is introduced in Sec. 4, and detailed derivations for the spectral matching method are left to Appendix A. Also, color coordinate transformations are formulated in Appendix B. Section 5 gives the experimental results. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes this article.
Mathematical Model of Color Imaging

Camera Model
A video camera with an objective lens is commonly capable of forming a color image by focusing light on its sensor array͑s͒ and by separating color signals. It is reasonably assumed that no blooming occurs in imaging process and nonlinearities due to gamma correction ͑i.e., predistortion compensating for display phosphor properties͒ are not present. Over a restricted region, we may also ignore the spatial variations in incident light with spectral power distribution C() of wavelength and the spatial nonuniformities of camera's spectral responsivities S (k) () of color channels, kϭ1, 2, 3. Therefore, at a given time instant, the imaging process can be modeled 4, 14 as
where the spatial average values u (k) , ␤ (k) , and n (k) represent the camera output, bias value due to dark current, and camera noise of the kth channel, respectively. Usually, the practical visible range ͓ 1 , 2 ͔ϭ͓400 nm, 700 nm͔ and the color channels, kϭ1, 2, 3, are designated for the red, green, and blue ͑RGB͒ channels. In Eq. ͑1͒, we consider that the values of ␤ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3, are constant and the image sensor͑s͒ is less sensitive to change in temperature. Evidently, these values can be obtained by taking the average of repeated outputs of camera imaging with no incident light if the mean value of camera noise is generally assumed to be zero. Furthermore, parameters of camera imaging, such as size of aperture stop, the setting value of white balance, and so on, are supposed to be fixed since the spectral responsivities are influenced by these parameters.
Estimation of Spectral Responsivities
To estimate camera's spectral responses, we develop a filter-based optical system, as shown in Fig. 1 . The optical system primarily consists of a diffused area light source, a collection of spectral filters mounted on a rotary wheel, and a platform for shielding the light source from ambient light. In Fig. 1 , the surfaces of these spectral ͑or color͒ filters with spectral transmittances ͕F i (), iϭ1, 2,..., N C ͖, where N C is the number of the filters, are parallel to that of the light source with spectral power distribution I(). As a result, the light ray from the radiation source going, in sequence, through these filters generates a collection of col-
That is, we have
In the optical system, the color stimuli individually incident upon a digital camera under test are used to excite the features of color imaging so that the spectral characteristics can be truly extracted from observations. From Eq. ͑1͒, we have
where u i (k) means the camera output and n i (k) is the camera noise, for the kth channel, in response to the ith color stimulus C i (). In general, Eq. ͑3͒ can be approximated in vector forms, with quadrature sampling, i.e.,
.., N C , and kϭ1, 2, 3, ͑4͒
and C i are N W ϫ1 column vectors of quadrature samples for representing S (k) () and C i (), respectively, with the sampling interval ⌬ S and the number of quadrature samples N W , and the superscript T means matrix ͑or vector͒ transpose. Obviously, the number of the color stimuli, N C , must be larger than or equal to N W for estimating S (k) . Thus, let N W ϭN C for computational convenience.
From Eq. ͑4͒, the set of trimmed observations, ͕ũ i (k) , i ϭ1, 2,..., N C ͖, corresponding to these color stimuli can be arranged in the N C ϫ1 vector
where the vector (C i ) T occupies the ith row of the matrix CR N C ϫN C and n (k) R N C ϫ1 is the kth channel noise vector from N C observations. Obviously, the vectors S
, kϭ1, 2, 3, for spectral responsivities in Eq. ͑5͒ can be estimated if
where the computation of matrix rank is denoted as rank ͑"͒. Moreover, it can be shown that the matrix C must be well-conditioned to achieve satisfactory estimation accuracy; 20 that is, the solution vector for Eq. ͑5͒ can be less sensitive to camera noise.
Physically, the elements in the spectral vectors ͕S (k) , k ϭ1, 2, 3͖, i.e., the spectral values, are supposed to be all non-negative. We denote this constraint as
To solve Eq. ͑5͒ for the optimal solution vectors ͕Ŝ (k) , k ϭ1, 2, 3͖ in the least squares sense, we adopt a nonnegative least-squares ͑NNLS͒ algorithm proposed by Lawson and Hanson, 21 for the NNLS problem as follows: Problem NNLS:
where CR N C ϫN C , the estimates ͕Ŝ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3͖ of S (k) and the trimmed observations ͕Ũ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3͖ are all N C ϫ1 vectors, and ʈ"ʈ 2 denotes the 2-norm for a vector. 20 Furthermore, from the estimated vectors ͕Ŝ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3͖, one can use an interpolation technique, such as a low-pass filtering technique for perfect reconstruction, 22 to obtain interpolated vectors ͕Ŝ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3͖ for representing the estimated spectral responsivities Ŝ (k) (), kϭ1, 2, 3, with a desired wavelength resolution.
Colorimetric Quality Evaluation
It is well known that the spectral responsivities highly influence the color imaging performance. The evaluation of colorimetric quality for an imaging device means to measure the degree of how closely its spectral responsivities correspond to those of the human eye. For this, the LutherIves condition 17 plays a significant role in the link between device colors and human vision. It states that visually identical colors will be photographed identically if the spectral sensitivities ͑or responsivities͒ conform to any set of colormixture curves. A color-mixture curve, denoted as O(), can be derived from
where ␣ 1 , ␣ 2 , and ␣ 3 are all real numbers and x (), ȳ (), and z() are the color matching functions ͑CMFs͒ of the CIE 1931 (X,Y ,Z) system. 19 These functions are called CIEXY Z color-matching functions and in Fig. 2 , they are depicted and labeled CMFs x, y, and z, respectively.
Based on this crucial fact, Neugebauer 17 introduced colorimetric quality factors, called q factors, to describe how closely spectral responsivities of an imaging device match color-mixture curves, which ensure that visually identical colors will reproduce alike. To calculate q factors, he suggested a set of orthogonal color-mixture curves, denoted as ͕O 1 (),O 2 (),O 3 ()͖, as specified below
and O 3 ͑ ͒ϭϪ0.179x͑ ͒ϩ0.1018ȳ ͑ ͒ϩ0.281z͑ ͒.
͑10c͒
As a consequence, given the estimated spectral responsivities Ŝ (k) (), the colorimetric quality factors q (k) of a camera, for color channels kϭ1, 2, 3, can be defined by
where the column vector Ŝ (k) represents Ŝ (k) () with a desired wavelength resolution ⌬ d and the column vector O i stands for the orthogonal color-mixture curve O i (), i ϭ1, 2, 3, from Eqs. ͑10a͒-͑10c͒, with the same resolution ⌬ d . Obviously, the value of q factor ranges from zero to one, and in particular, it is equal to one for an exact colormixture curve. That is, the spectral responsivities of a camera can closely match color-mixture curves as the q factors approach one.
Colorimetric Modeling Technique
As indicated in Sec. 3, color-mixture curves are central to evaluating colorimetric quality. From Eq. ͑9͒, it is obvious that the number of color-mixture curves is infinite because they are obtained by linear combinations of the CIEXY Z color-matching functions. The NTSC-RGB standard has been broadly recognized and utilized in video systems and television industry. Its spectral responsivities with a specified reference white can be derived from those colormatching functions, according to the chromaticity coordinates of display phosphor primaries. Evidently, these spectral responses are color-mixture curves since their colorimetric quality factors are all equal to 1. In addition, from various colorimetric investigations, 18 there is a tendency to use a daylight-type illuminant with correlated color temperature ͑CCT͒ 6500 K as a reference white, e.g., the CIE recommended illuminant D 65 . Thus, without loss of generality, we adopt the NTSC-RGB spectral responsivities with illuminant D 65 as a set of representative colormixture curves. Also, for convenience of color error assessment, we assume that colored light incident upon a video camera can be represented in the reproducible gamut of the NTSC-RGB standard.
Computing Device Colors with Spectral Matching
Ideally, from the Luther-Ives condition, one can see that the colorimetric quality is perfect ͑i.e., all q factors for color channels equal to 1͒ if a set of linear combinations of camera's spectral responsivities exactly conform to the NTSC-RGB spectral responsivities. In matrix forms, it appears that
where A S ϭ͓R S G S B S ͔R N S ϫ3 is composed of the column vectors that stand for the camera spectral responses R S (), G S (), and B S () with sample number N S , which are referred to as the estimated spectral responsivities, The spectral imperfections of a camera make it necessary to find a least-squares solution. This solution, denoted as m i R 3ϫ1 , iϭ1, 2, 3, for Eq. ͑12͒, can be readily obtained, e.g.,
As a result, the synthesized ͑or matched͒ spectral responsivities R C (), G C (), and B C () can be expressed as
where M S ϭ͓m 1 m 2 m 3 ͔ and the column vectors R C , G C , and B C R N S ϫ1 represent these matched spectral responses, respectively. Now, let's compute device colors with the spectral matching, denoted as (R C (i) ,G C (i) ,B C (i) ), in response to the ith testing colored light (TCL)T i () incident upon the camera, for iϭ1 to N M , where N M is the number of the testing light. The ith device color, represented as a vector
, can be formulated as
where R S (i) , G S (i) , and B S (i) stand for the camera outputs from RGB channels, and ␤ R , ␤ G , and ␤ B mean ␤ (k) , k ϭ1, 2, 3, from Sec. 2.1 and Eq. ͑3͒, respectively. For details, please refer to Appendix A. In Eq. ͑14͒, the camera output subtracted from the bias value due to dark current, e.g., ␤ R , is called trimmed camera output, e.g., R S (i) Ϫ␤ R . In addition, Appendix A gives detailed expressions to normalize the vector V C (i) . To distinguish the device colors from the camera outputs, we call V C (i) device-color vector, which represents the device color computed with the trimming and spectral matching, and let
stand for the camera-output vector. From the computations of the spectral matching, trimming, and normalization, we define a function ⌽ C (") that maps a camera-output vector onto a normalized device-color vector. That is, we have
where V S (i) R 3ϫ1 is the camera-output vector and V C
means the normalized devicecolor vector, in response to the ith incident light T i ().
Determining Reference-White Luminance
For the link between the device colors and the measured colors ͓e.g., the colorimetric data of the ith incident light T i ()͔, it is essential to determine the reference-white luminance, denoted as Y 0 , since the color image data acquired from a digital camera can hardly give a physical quantity of luminance. To tackle this problem, the basic idea is to estimate Y 0 so that the chromaticity coordinates and luminances of the device colors correspond to those of the measured colors as closely as possible in CIELAB space. In other words, it is to minimize the color errors between the device colors and the measured colors with a reference-white luminance to be determined.
To represent device colors in CIELAB, we consider the following two color coordinate transformations. First, for the ith normalized vector
, the transformation from NTSC-RGB ͑with illuminant D 65 ͒ to CIEXY Z can be expressed as a function ⌽ X ("), i.e.,
where V X (i) R 3ϫ1 is the device-color vector in CIEXY Z. For details, please refer to Appendix B.
Second, the transformation from CIEXY Z coordinate ͑or tristimulus values͒ (X,Y ,Z) to CIELAB coordinate (L*,a*,b*) can be found in Appendix B. It is noted that asterisks of conventional use in literature for CIELAB coordinates may be omitted here for notational simplicity. Similar to Eq. ͑16͒, this transformation can be also expressed as a function ⌽ L ("). Then, we have the vector
where V L (i) R 3ϫ1 is the device-color vector in CIELAB Now, we intend to minimize the root-mean-square ͑rms͒ color error in CIELAB space,
and 
.., N M , in CIELAB are obtained.
Color Correction Using Multiple Polynomial Regression
So far, the device colors and measured colors have been well coordinated, with the above evaluated strength of a global illumination ͑or display white͒, i.e., the computed Y 0 , in CIELAB. To eliminate the remaining color errors between them, we employ the technique of multiple polynomial regression. Specifically, we use this technique for the color correction since the colorimetric quality factors are usually less than 1. The polynomial, of variables L C , a C , and b C , with degree j can be formulated as
where p j is a column vector of the polynomial, k j is a column vector of its associated coefficient, and j is a nonnegative integer. Table 1 lists the corresponding column vectors p j and k j , for jϭ0, 1, 2, 3. We select several representative terms for the polynomials with the degree ranging from 0 to 3. Although they are not complete, we just intend to verify the effectiveness of color correction using polynomial regression with a certain degree. This is because, as the degree of the polynomial increases, the residual color error will theoretically decrease.
Since the three components, L*, a*, and b*, of CIELAB coordinates are mutually independent, we may formulate the problem of color error minimization ͑i.e., color correction͒ in terms of these components, respectively. For instance, regarding the L* components of all the device and measured color coordinates (
where
, as defined in Table 1 , e.g.,
As a consequence, the column vector representing the L* components of the corrected device colors is expressed as
where 
.., N M , will be minimal through the polynomial regression technique with a specified degree.
Therefore, we can define a function ⌽ P( j) (") to stand for the degree-j polynomial regression, which maps the device-
Colorimetric Imaging Model
The process of colorimetric modeling is briefly reviewed in the following and its flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3 :
Step 1: Trimming and normalizing camera outputs ͓from Eqs. ͑A3͒ and ͑A4͒ in Appendix A͔, denoted as
Step 2: Computing device colors with the spectral matching,
Step 3: Transforming the NTSC-RGB coordinates to those of CIEXY Z, i.e.,
Step 4: Collecting the measured colorimetric data of TCL, i.e., color coordinates (
, and transforming the CIEXY Z data
) to the coordinates of CIELAB with the reference-white luminance to be determined, i.e., Fig. 3 Flow diagram of colorimetric modeling process. and
Step 5: Determining the value of reference-white luminance;
Step 6: Correcting color by use of polynomial regression;
Step 7: Obtaining corrected color coordinates in CIELAB space, denoted as (L C (i) ,â C (i) ,b C (i) ), for iϭ1 to N M . In summary, the colorimetric model for camera imaging can be expressed as
where ⌽ C ("), ⌽ X ("), ⌽ L ("), and ⌽ P( j) (") are individually defined in Eqs. ͑15͒-͑17͒, and ͑24͒,
3ϫ1 is a camera-output vector in response to the incident light, and
is the corrected device-color vector in CIELAB space. Since the coordinate transformations ⌽ X (") and ⌽ L (") are both one-to-one mappings, we may take their inverses ⌽ X Ϫ1 (") and ⌽ L Ϫ1 (") to obtain the desired representation of the corrected devicecolor vector for the need of applications in computer vision. For example, from Eq. ͑25͒, the corrected device-color vector in CIEXY Z or NTSC-RGB standard is represented as
͔ in response to the light incident upon the camera.
In Sec. 2, one sees that the camera imaging process is expressed as a mathematical model ͑i.e., a spectral integration form or a matrix form͒ with given ͑or estimated͒ spectral responsivities, under certain imaging conditions, from Eq. ͑1͒ or ͑5͒. Also, the functions ⌽ C ("), ⌽ X ("), ⌽ L ("), and ⌽ P( j) (") can be entirely determined from this proposed modeling technique. Then, these functions are incorporated with the spectral integration form for camera imaging, and consequently the colorimetric model for vision systems is established. Therefore, we have a computational model for computer color vision.
Experimental Results
Determining Spectral Responsivities and q Factors
In the filter-based optical system, the diffused light source is operated at color correlated temperature ͑CCT͒ 5500 K and its spectral power distribution I() is exhibited in Fig.  4 . To specify the number of spectral filters N C , we suppose that the interval of quadrature sampling ⌬ S ϭ20 nm is enough to characterize most spectral responsivity functions over the main visible region ͓410 nm, 690 nm͔. The spectral responsivities over the remaining parts of the visible region, i.e., ͓400 nm, 410 nm͔ and ͓690 nm, 700 nm͔ can be readily obtained by the interpolation technique, 22 as mentioned in Sec. 2.2. Thus, we have N C ϭ(690Ϫ410)/20 ϭ14. The 14 spectral filters mounted on the rotary wheel are selected from a collection of Roscolux color filters, so that the condition from Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑6͒ is satisfied for generating color stimuli. The spectral transmittances of these filters are shown in Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ .
The color images from the 14 color stimuli were consecutively acquired and digitized by a Sony XC711 color camera ͑with a Cosmicar television lens͒ and a Matrox Meteor image grabber. The imaging parameters of the camera are all fixed in the experiment. For example, the shutter speed is set to 1/1000 second and the F-number equals 4 for the aperture stop of the lens. The digitized images that are represented by three 8-bit data for RGB channels, i.e., integer values ranging from 0 to 255, can be computed to obtain the corresponding camera output values. After removing the light source, we acquire an image from the camera with no incident light, and then the bias values (␤ (1) ,␤ (2) ,␤ (3) )ϭ(␤ R ,␤ G ,␤ B )ϭ (13, 11, 11) can be obtained from the image data. Thus, from Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒, the three 14ϫ1 observation vectors Ũ k , kϭ1, 2, 3, for RGB channels are constituted with the camera outputs and bias values, respectively.
From the NNLS method mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the spectral vectors ͕Ŝ (k) , kϭ1, 2, 3͖ can be estimated. Also, we use the interpolation technique of low-pass filtering 22 to obtain the vector Ŝ (k) , interpolated from Ŝ (k) , to represent the estimated spectral responsivities Ŝ (k) (), i.e., R S (), G S (), and B S (), with a desired wavelength resolution, e.g., 10 nm. Figure 6 exhibits the estimated spectral responsivities of the Sony XC711 color camera with a 10 nm wavelength resolution. The actual installation of the filterbased optical system is shown in Fig. 7 .
To evaluate the colorimetric quality factors of this camera, the set of orthogonal color-mixture curves suggested by Neugebauer is used, as depicted in Fig. 8 . Table 2 indicates the evaluation results of the q factors and all of them exceed 0.85.
Color Testing and Measurement (CTM) Scheme
To characterize device colors, it is necessary to generate and measure a collection of testing light incident upon a digital camera. For this, based on the CIE 0/45 geometry measurement configuration, 19 a color testing and measurement scheme is presented, as illustrated in Fig. 9 .
The light emanating from a tungsten halogen lamp ͑THL͒ with CCT 3200 K, which is housed in an iris diaphragm chamber, brings about directional illumination. The directional light illuminates the Macbeth ColorChecker ͑MCC͒ with the spot size of about one inch diameter and at a nonzero degree angle to the normal. In the 0/45 condition, the slight deviation, i.e., the angle not exceeding 10°, from strict normal illumination reduces the possibility of introducing systematic errors in the measurement caused by interreflections between samples that are not completely matte and the optical components that might be used to illuminate the sample.
The MCC with 24 color test patches is widely recognized to examine the color reproduction performance of various imaging devices, and thus it is qualified for the work of this scheme. In Fig. 9 , the 24 patches of MCC, which is movable along the x and y axes, are individually illuminated by the incidence of the light source at an angle to the normal. At the same time, the 24 types of colored light are also reflected from the illuminated MCC patches at a 45°angle to the normal, respectively. The reflected light is referred to as testing colored light ͑TCL͒ and labeled TCL Nos. 1-24, respectively.
In the similar fashion, as indicated in Fig. 9 , we also use a daylight-type illuminant with about CCT 6500 K, called a D 65 illuminant, to generate additional 24 types of TCL. They are labeled TCL Nos. 25-48. Therefore, we have 48 types of TCL to characterize the device colors.
The CTM scheme involves two phases to consecutively receive the collection of the TCL. The first phase called measurement phase is, in sequence, to measure the testing light from each illuminated MCC patch by a Photo Research PR650 spectrophotometer. As a result, the measured color coordinates of CIE 1931 (x,y,Y ) for TCL Nos. 1-48 are obtained, as listed in Table 3 . The second phase referred to as testing phase is first to acquire the image data from each illuminated MCC patch, and then to evaluate the corresponding camera outputs from these image data.
Determination of Camera's Colorimetric Model
From the estimated spectral responsivities of the Sony XC711 camera, the synthesized spectral responsivities are obtained through the spectral matching in Eq. ͑13͒ or Eqs. ͑Ala͒-͑Alc͒ from Appendix A. Figure 10 exhibits the comparison between the NTSC-RGB standard and synthesized ͑or matched͒ camera's spectral responses. In this figure, the three dash curves, labeled NTSC -R, NTSC -G, and NTSC -B, are the spectral responses of NTSC-RGB standard and the solid curves, marked with CS -R, CS -G, and CS -B, stand for the synthesized spectral responsivities, respectively. From the computation of colorimetric quality, one can see that the degree of the correlation between these two sets of corresponding spectral responses should be consistent with the q factors for RGB channel, since NTSC-RGB standard is a set of color-mixture curves.
In the CTM scheme, the camera outputs can be acquired to constitute the normalized device-color vector V C
in response to the ith TCL T i (), iϭ1 to N M , where N M ϭ48. As described in Sec. 4.2, the reference-white luminance can be determined by solving Eqs. ͑16͒-͑20͒ and Eqs. ͑B1͒, ͑B2͒, and ͑B3a͒-͑B3d͒ in Appendix B, through numerical calculations. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the reference-white luminance and rms ⌬E ab * values, defined in Eq. ͑19͒. We obtain the value of the reference-white luminance Y 0 equal to 148.22 ͑cd/m 2 ͒ at the minimal point of rms ⌬E ab * . In Fig.   11 , we see the effectiveness of determining Y 0 since the rms ⌬E ab * ϭ6.1457 is minimal.
To reduce color errors between the device colors and measured colors that correspond to the TCL T i (), i ϭ1 -48, in the color testing and measurement scheme, we employ the multiple polynomial regression technique, as stated in Sec. 4.3. That is, this technique is used for the color correction. First of all, let's observe color error distributions without color correction. Figure 12 shows the distributions of ⌬L*, ⌬a*, ⌬b*, and ⌬E ab * with respect to TCL Nos. 1-48, respectively, and most of ⌬E ab * values are larger than 5. Now, we use the polynomial regression with the degree j ranging from 1 to 3, for color correction. 
) means the corrected device-color coordinate and N M ϭ48. Table 4 lists the ⌬E ab * values with or without color correction ͑using polynomial regressions͒ for the 48 types of TCL. It is found that these color errors dramatically decrease as the degree j increases from 1 to 2. Also, as the degree of the polynomial equals 3, the color differences are smaller than those from the degree 2, but the performance of error reduction is gradually saturated. This implies that the methods of spectral matching and evaluating reference-white luminance, as described in Sec. 4, are essential and effective. That is, only lower-degree polynomial regression is needed to eliminate residual color errors. As shown in Table 4 , the normalized rms ⌬E ab * values from the polynomial regressions of degrees 1, 2, and 3 are 0.0475, 0.0334, and 0.0267, respectively.
Performance Verification
To verify the effectiveness of the colorimetric modeling technique, we employ additional 24 types of colored light and evaluate the color errors corresponding to them. Similar to the CTM scheme, the generation of the colored light is also based on the 0/45 color measurement configuration. The only difference is that we use another daylight-type illuminant with about CCT 5500 K, called an illuminant D 55 , to produce 24 types of colored light, which are different from the TCL Nos. 1-48. From the camera's colorimetric model, as determined in Sec. 5.3, Table 5 compares the ⌬E ab * values with or without color correction ͑using polynomial regressions͒ for these types of colored light. For the perceptually uniform color space, CIELAB, it has been shown that a ⌬E ab * value of around 2.3 corresponds to a just-noticeable difference 1 ͑JND͒. As the degree of polynomial regression equals 3, the rms ⌬E ab * ϭ2.0475 is less than a JND, and the corre- sponding normalized rms ⌬E ab * is equal to 0.0285. Evidently, our approach incorporated with the polynomial regression of lower degree can effectively diminish the color differences in CIELAB. From the experiments, we can see that if the q factors for color channels are not very poor 5, 11 ͑usually not less than 0.8͒, the proposed technique can give an accurate colorimetric model for vision systems.
Conclusions
A computational model of color imaging has been established by the colorimetric modeling technique. First of all, we develop the filter-based optical system for estimating spectral responsivities. According to the camera's spectral responses, the mathematical model of color imaging is determined and then we can evaluate the colorimetric quality factors for the digital camera. In theory, the q factors imply the degree of the correlation between device colors and CIE tristimulus values for human vision. They also indicate the possibility of giving meaningful color representations to an imaging device. That is, if the values of these factors are very low, the performance of color correction is seriously limited due to the poor colorimetric quality. However, most commercially available imaging devices usually have sufficiently large values of the q factors in specific applications, e.g., in video systems or television industry. Therefore, knowing the colorimetric quality is beneficial to this work. In our approach, the colorimetric modeling process primarily involves three methods for color characterization. They are the spectral matching, reference-white luminance determination, and polynomial regression methods. In particular, from the selection of polynomial degree, we see the effectiveness of the first two methods. Specifically, we only need to use lower-degree polynomial regression for color correction. These three methods are expressed by individually specified functions. Then, these functions are incorporated into the mathematical model, with the estimated spectral responses, for camera imaging and consequently the colorimetric model for vision systems is established. Therefore, we can see that the proposed technique achieves a satisfactory accuracy for the colorimetric model. It is reasonably assumed that the noise effect may be negligible if the average of repeated observations from camera outputs is taken for the same incident light and if the mean value of camera noise is zero. For the ith testing incident light T i (), by taking spectral integration on both sides of Eqs. ͑A1a͒-͑A1c͒ over the visible range ͓ 1 , 2 ͔, the camera output yields Fig. 10 Comparison between the NTSC-RGB standard and synthesized camera's spectral responses from the spectral matching. Fig. 11 The relationship between the reference-white luminance and rms ⌬E ab * values.
Fig. 12
Distributions of ⌬L*, ⌬a*, ⌬b*, and ⌬E ab * values without color correction using polynomial regressions. 
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